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Clinical Case 
Should I Stay or Should I Go? The Physician in Time of Crisis 
Commentaries by Chris Feudtner, MD, PhD, MPH, and John Wadleigh, DO 

“Hello, this is Bob,” Dr Robert Yang said as he answered his cell phone after digging it 
out from underneath his couch cushions. 

“Bob,” the voice responded, “this is Jackson.” 

“Oh, Jackson—great, this reminds me,” Bob replied while muting the volume on the 
football game. “Carol Wilson called this evening right after you left, and Bryan seems to 
have acquired another respiratory infection. I called in a refill on his antibiotics for the 
evening and scheduled him for you as an emergency appointment first thing tomorrow. 
I know with the avian flu going around the last thing you want is for one of your kids 
with cystic fibrosis to get pneumonia.” 

There was a pause on the other end. “Yeah, well, that’s why I’m calling actually,” 
Jackson said. “Look Bob, I know we’ve been in practice together for a long time and it’s 
been great, truly it has. I mean you’re Emily’s godfather after all. The thing is, with this 
avian flu mess…” His voice trailed off. 

“Jackson?” Bob asked, puzzled. “What are you trying to say?” 

“What I’m trying to say, what I know I have to explain to you and Christine as my 
partners, is that I’m just not comfortable staying in the city if this is the beginning of an 
epidemic. Cathy and I are taking the kids to her parents tomorrow. We’re driving, 
staying away from the airports and everything. I’m sorry Bob, but this is looking serious. 
And at some point I have to start putting my own kids first. Like I said, I’ve already 
talked to Christine—can you 2 cover for me?” 

Commentary 1 
by Chris Feudtner, MD, PhD, MPH 

Catastrophe looms on the horizon as a spreading pandemic of virulent influenza 
threatens death and social pandemonium. Set against this dramatic backdrop, a 
physician has decided to flee with his family far from his home—and far from his 
medical practice and patients. In a late night telephone call, he informs his practice 
partner of his plans and seeks his cooperation. By vignette’s end, key themes have been 
placed in stark opposition: the physician’s obligations to his patients, his professional 
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colleagues, and society more generally versus his familial duties to his wife and children 
or to his own health and well-being. 

Identifying a Framework 
Is this framework of duties, which pits different obligations against each other, an 
effective way to think through this case? The existentialist philosopher and novelist 
Albert Camus, in his masterwork The Plague, initially frames the dilemma of the 
physician Bernard Rieux in terms of an “abstracted” sense of professional duty: after 
quietly reflecting on the history of the bubonic plague and its almost incalculable 
implications as his city is engulfed by the epidemic, Rieux rouses himself back to action, 
thinking that “the thing was to do your job as it should be done” [1]. More generally, 
ethicists have worked hard to define physicians’ duties to patients as evidenced by the 
American Medical Association’s Code of Medical Ethics, which specifically proscribes 
physicians from abandoning their patients. In the eyes both of the law and most 
ethicists, once a patient-physician relationship has been established, a physician is 
obligated to provide subsequent care until the relationship is terminated. Furthermore, 
termination of this relationship can occur properly only after the physician has notified 
the patient and ensured that medical care will be provided through some other 
arrangement [2]. The AMA has extended this line of thinking to prescribe appropriate 
physician behavior during epidemics, arguing that, “because of their commitment to 
care for the sick and injured, individual physicians have an obligation to provide urgent 
medical care during disasters. This ethical obligation holds even in the face of greater 
than usual risks to their own safety, health, or life” [3]. 

Viewed from this established perspective, censuring the fleeing physician is easy—
perhaps too easy. This is not to say that I don’t agree with the duties set forth by the 
AMA; I strongly believe in the obligation of physicians to remain responsibly 
committed to their patients and to help out when public health crises occur. Nor do I 
think that the vignette misrepresents the essential plot, motives, and conflict in a drama 
that has been replayed countless times over the centuries as innumerable physicians 
have fled from epidemics of plague, yellow fever, cholera, HIV, and most recently 
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) [4-8]. No, the problem I see in analyzing this 
case chiefly in terms of duties is actually quite practical: such analysis is not effective in 
promoting better behavior because during times of crisis physicians (and many others) 
are likely to be more focused on understanding their personal risk rather than their 
professional duties. Furthermore, should an epidemic occur, the state is likely to use its 
authorized power to coerce needed medical personnel to perform emergency duties, 
and a dialogue on the nature of the duties of individual physicians misses a broader 
consideration of duties of the state to exercise its power fairly and effectively. These 
reasons for moving beyond a discussion of duties warrant elaboration. 

Duties versus Risks 
First, for individuals trying to decide what to do at a moment of moral crisis, the ethical 
definition of obligations too often provides little serious guidance for how one should 
behave in the face of conflicting duties. Speaking for myself, as a husband and father as 
well as a physician, I consider the key questions in this case to consist not of qualitative 
examinations of my obligations—I know these pretty well, and neither role, husband 
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and father or physician, always trumps the other. Rather, the 2 pivotal issues in my mind 
are: (1) a quantitative assessment of the degree of threat to which I would be exposing 
my family and myself by continuing to provide care to patients (ranging between 0 and 
100 percent risk of morbidity or mortality), and (2) identifying across this range my 
threshold of moving from “acceptable risk” into the range of “too much risk,” which is 
to say the point at which I would change my behavior. When would I decide to isolate 
myself from my family in order to protect them? When the risk of my transmitting the 
disease to them exceeded 1 percent, 5 percent, 10 percent? How long would I tolerate 
such a separation before balking? And when would the risk of my own death be 
sufficiently high (20 percent, 50 percent, 80 percent) that I would decide to abandon my 
post? 

These questions are exceedingly difficult, evoking feelings of confusion, embarrassment, 
and almost pain in their contemplation. I know the answers would likely change under 
the influence of fear in the event of a real pandemic. Still, these quantitative judgments 
about how much I would put on the line to uphold one duty—not abandoning 
patients—while compromising another duty—protecting family from harm—are crucial 
for analyzing what physicians should and will do in such situations. Ethical analyses 
filled with duty-drenched language tend to stifle any forthright discussion of these 
judgments. To once again use myself as an example, am I displaying a disreputable 
disregard for a physician’s duty by pondering where on the spectrum of family and 
personal risk I might abandon my post? Do concerns of being judged negatively by 
others promote better behavior or instead prevent more honest examinations of how I 
might act under almost unimaginable circumstances and thereby retard more realistic 
preparations to act ethically? 

Considerations of Power 
Second, at the level of a society attempting to formulate policy to handle a full-scale 
pandemic, a code of physician conduct that relies only on exhortations to honor one’s 
duties will likely prove impotent. If the historical record teaches only one lesson, it is 
this: when confronted with a deadly epidemic, instead of moral persuasion, power will 
be what matters. Specifically, the power of the state or government operating through 
law and regulation is what will certainly be used to cajole or coerce unwilling physicians 
into compliance with official definitions of a doctor’s duties during emergencies. For 
example, the Model State Emergency Health Powers Act (MSEHPA), crafted by The 
Center for Law and the Public’s Health, and now introduced or enacted in total or in 
part by 44 states, proposes in section 608 that the public health authority would be 
empowered, “to require in-state health care providers to assist in the performance of 
vaccination, treatment, examination, or testing of any individual as a condition of 
licensure, authorization, or the ability to function as a health care provider in this State” 
[9-10]. 

Whether or not these powers would be enforced in the event of a pandemic and its 
aftermath remains to be seen. In previous epidemics, physicians who chose to abandon 
their posts or declined to care for certain patients did not appear, for the most part, to 
suffer punitive consequences. But, with the MSEHPA and other pieces of legislation in 
place, any debate about what physicians should do in the face of a public health crisis 
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should be supplanted by a debate about what powers the state should have to compel 
physicians to perform certain duties and how those state powers should be put into 
practice. Just like a military draft, the procedure of compelling physicians to serve 
should be administered justly, with the burdens and dangers of providing care 
distributed fairly among all physicians. And, just like a military operation, there would be 
a heightened reciprocal duty of the state and health care institutions to do everything in 
their power to safeguard the well-being of the physician conscripts. This would entail 
preparatory planning regarding not only adequate supplies of masks, gowns, vaccines, 
and antivirals but also housing (for physicians who elect to quarantine themselves from 
their families) and staffing plans (when physicians are in short supply, due either to the 
excessive numbers of patients or the absenteeism of other physicians) [11]. 

Conclusion 
In the closing lines of The Plague, as the pestilence has abated and the city is liberated 
from quarantine, Camus (who beyond his initial exhortation of professional duty has 
offered innumerable insights regarding the individual and collective experience of 
confronting mortal danger) observes of his hero that, “as he listened to the cries of joy 
rising from the town, Rieux remembered that such joy is always imperiled” [12]. In 
many ways the same holds true today. Given that a pandemic is regrettably all too likely, 
we should fortify arguments about professional duties with more concrete discussion 
about levels of acceptable and unacceptable personal risk and with more focused 
dialogue about the appropriate use of power by the state or hospitals during times of 
crisis. 
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Commentary 2 
by John Wadleigh, DO 

Physicians hold a special position in our society and, at a time of a potential medical 
crisis, we need to give society our best effort—not turn and run. In the case of a 
developing infectious epidemic for which evacuation is considered, physicians may want 
their families to leave in a reasonable and proper manner for a safer location. 
Furthermore, the evacuation of areas of potential crisis—a region with impending 
hurricane landfall, for example—is also an accepted means of balancing public health in 
a crisis situation. In either setting, however—epidemic or evacuation—medical 
professionals need to be available to provide appropriate care for our patients. 

The physician in this case has chosen to leave the scene of an epidemic and is shifting 
the responsibility of caring for his patients to his partners. Something must be said here 
about “dumping” on one’s associates. Deserting one’s physician colleagues during a 
crisis and asking them to do what you do not wish to do places an unfair portion of the 
burden for fulfilling the profession’s promise to society on select members. 

Running foolishly into a situation that is known to be dangerous is not wise and is not 
suggested. On the one hand, the physicians facing a potential epidemic should not 
needlessly put themselves at risk by failing to observe appropriate precautions. On the 
other hand, physicians have a professional duty to stay to help in a coordinated and 
rational fashion during times of crisis. As members of a team functioning in a calm and 
intelligent fashion, we can work to balance these competing interests—protecting 
physicians as much as possible while helping our society in time of medical need. 

Crisis Plans and the Local Physician 
Crisis plans have a role to play in these situations. The plans are constructed to facilitate 
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the logistical management of a medical crisis such as an emerging infectious disease. We 
hope the “worst-case” scenario never occurs, but if necessary, a crisis plan prepared in 
advance can be implemented. Most crisis plans are designed by the Centers for Disease 
Control, Red Cross, and other large government and private agencies so that central 
controlling agencies can coordinate a widespread effort. As a result, private practice 
physicians are not commonly involved with crisis planning, but when a potential crisis is 
on the horizon, medical professionals should contact the local authorities and make 
themselves available. Local physicians who know the city, the clinics, the hospitals, and 
other local professionals are invaluable for the coordination of care in an area facing a 
crisis such as the one described in this clinical case. As a primary care physician I can be 
available for triage, education, immunization, initial diagnoses, and primary treatment. 
Depending on training, physicians in other specialties can be available for consultations 
or secondary and tertiary care. If local physicians don’t address medical needs, the 
severity of the crisis is exacerbated. 

John Wadleigh, DO, is in private practice in family medicine in Tucson, Arizona. He is a graduate of 
Western University of Health Sciences, Pomona, California. 
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